
 

I have RISING ACTION.  

 

 

 

Who has “When a word’s spelling mirrors its 

sound, as in buzz and meow?” 

I have CONSONANCE. 

 

 

Who has “When the beginnings of words sound 

alike, as in Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled 

peppers and Ava’s aunt Anna ate an apple at 

Abe’s aviary?” 

I have ONOMATOPOEIA.  

 

 

 

Who has “A word or phrase that has become very 

familiar and is perhaps over-used?” 

I have ALLITERATION. 

 

 

Who has “A comparison between two largely 

dissimilar things, often using words such as like 

or as?” 

I have CLICHÉ.  

 

 

Who has “When a vowel sound is repeated for 

style or effect?” 

 

I have SIMILE. 

 

 

Who has “When human qualities are attributed to 

non-human entities?” 

I have ASSONANCE. 

 

 

 

Who has “When a consonant sound is repeated 

for style or effect?” 

 

I have PERSONIFICATION. 

 

 

 

Who has “When the entire endings of words 

sound alike as in hop, pop, mop and stop?”  

I have RHYMING.  

 

 

Who has “An expression that is peculiar to a 

particular culture and is typically, literally untrue, 

for example It’s raining cats and dogs?” 

I have IDIOM. 

 

 

Who has “When one thing is said to be another 

thing and there is no use of like or as?” 

I have SYMBOLISM.  

 

 

Who has “A surprising twist, such as when a man 

is rescued from a sinking ship only to drown later 

in his own bathtub?” 

 

I have METAPHOR.  

 

 

Who has “When a material thing represents an 

abstract idea, for example, when a cage 

represents slavery?” 

I have SITUATIONAL IRONY.  

 

 

Who has “When a clue is given during the set-up 

of a story in order to tell you what might happen 

later in the story?” 

 

I have FORESHADOWING.  

 

 

Who has “When a compound term has two parts 

with seemingly contradictory elements, for 

example cold hotplate?” 



 
 

I have OXYMORON.  

 

 

 

Who has a synonym for sarcasm? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have VERBAL IRONY.  

 

 

Who has “The main character of a narrative, also 

called the hero?” 

 

I have DENOTATION. 

 

 

Who has “A gross exaggeration that is literally 

untrue, such as I have told you a million times?” 

I have PROTAGONIST.  

 

 

 

 

Who has “The author’s word choice?” 

I have HYPERBOLE. 

 

 

Who has “The part of a narrative that sets the 

stage, introducing the characters, setting and 

situation?” 

 

I have DICTION. 

 

 

 

Who has “The order of words in a sentence and 

also the organization of sentences in a text?” 

 

I have SET-UP.  

 

 

 

Who has “The part of the narrative wherein the 

first action happens?” 

I have SYNTAX.  

 

 

Who has “The ending of a story when all the 

complexities become unraveled?” 

 

I have DENOUEMENT.  

 

 

Who has “The temporary shifting of setting to a 

scene in the past for the purpose of proffering 

information that is relevant to the present?” 

I have ANALOGY.  

 

 

Who has “The author or narrator’s attitude 

toward the subject matter and/or the audience?”  

I have FLASHBACK.  

 

 

Who has “When the audience knows something 

the characters don’t know?” 

I have TONE.  

 

 

Who has “The associated or secondary meaning 

of a term as distinct from its explicit meaning?” 

I have DRAMATIC IRONY.  

 

 

 

Who has “The central message of a text, the topic 

of a text and/or a recurring motif?” 

 

I have CONNOTATION.  

 

 

Who has “The force against which the 

protagonist, or hero, must struggle in order to 

achieve his or her goal?” 

I have THEME. 

 

 

Who has “A comparison, usually of relationships, 

for example branch is to tree as finger is to 

hand?”  

I have ANTAGONIST. 

 

 

Who has “The explicit meaning of a term as 

distinct from the associated meanings?” 

 


